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In Apr 2020, our Founding Chairperson
Anthea founded the Mind The Gap
Collective (MTG) with 8 social service
agencies, non-profits and ground-up
groups, to join forces in an emergency
response for low-income families
struggling financially due to the COVID-
19 pandemic.

While the collective initially hoped to
raise S$50,000, an outpouring of
generosity from Singaporeans enabled it
to raise S$1.12 million from 585 donors. 

MTG then worked with 19 other social
service agencies and community groups
over 12 months to identify and provide
emergency financial assistance to 766
low-income individuals and families
financially affected by the pandemic,
including 2 in Pulau Ubin, through a set
of disbursement guidelines co-created
by the 8 MTG members. 

The experience transformed several
members of the MTG. In providing aid,
we came to learn about the complex
issues faced by low-income families. 

Yet the aid we gave was just a mere drop
in the ocean, a short-term fix for longer-
term issues that affect their quality of
life. 

Beyond giving financial aid to help
people beat the odds in the short-term,
we wondered: 

What more can we do to change the
odds for our low-income communities
in the long-term?

Mind The Gap Collective was a joint effort by these 8 organisations:
 

A Good Space • AWARE • Beyond Social Services • Cassia
Resettlement Team • Methodist Welfare Services • REACH

Community Services • ReadAble • 6th Sense

Over 11 months from Nov 2020 - Oct 2021,
we read various research reports that
examined issues faced by low-income
communities, from publications by Beyond
Social Services, AWARE, the National
Volunteer Philanthropy Centre (NVPC), etc.

We also consulted with 9 leaders - from
ground-up movements, academics,
employers, non-profit organisations,
government agencies to members from
low-income communities. 

Through these conversations, we realised
that we needed to rethink the way we
looked at issues affecting low-income
families, because they proved to be much
more complex to address than we
expected.

May be difficult to frame due
to competing perspectives

May have inter-connected
root causes

May require inter-dependent
responses from different
stakeholders

THE LISTENING LIVING LABS: OUR STORYTHE LISTENING LIVING LABS: OUR STORY

These issues are complex to address
because:



This document is a compilation of all the
listening we have done in the past 9 months.
Through our listening, we discovered 3 key
issues that low-income communities face
that persist because they are complex.

Not only do we need to rethink the way we
look at these issues, we also realized that no
single organization or person can address
these complex issues alone. A diverse group
of people need to work together.

We hope to implement these mindset shifts through the Listening Living Labs (L3), an
independent, multi-year initiative that gathers diverse active citizens to listen, stretch
and act collectively to change the odds for our low-income communities in the long-
term. 

Listen
From "either, or" to "yes, and"

Stretch
From reactive problem-
solving to systems change

Collective Action
From act alone to act together

THE LISTENING LIVING LABS: OUR VISIONTHE LISTENING LIVING LABS: OUR VISION  

To find out more about A Good Space,To find out more about A Good Space,
visit www.agoodspace.orgvisit www.agoodspace.org



This Listening Report would not have been possible without the generosity of various
leaders and community members representative of low-income communities whom
graciously lent us their time, efforts and knowledge to identify several opportunity areas
across 3 key issues. Your unique perspectives on the issues faced by the low-income
communities have helped us gain a deeper understanding of areas where
changemaking is not only possible, but in some cases, necessary and urgently needed
now more than ever. (This is not an exhaustive list, we apologize if we have
unintentionally omitted any persons who have contributed to the creation of this
report.)

Abdullah Khurshid • Shailey Hingorani • Kong Kum Peck • Ng Bee Leng • Zulhaqem
Zulkifli • Zuby Eusofe • Lim Jingzhou • Lynn Hong • Justin Lee • Walter Theseira •
Suraendher Kumarr  • Johann Annuar • Abhishek Bajaj

We are also grateful to these organizations for sharing their insights, knowledge and
valuable advice with us:

AWARE • Ang Mo Kio Family Service Centre • Beyond Social Services • Cassia
Resettlement Team • Engineering Good • McDonald's • Ministry of Social and Family
Development • National Council of Social Service • National University of Singapore
Social Service Research Centre • National Volunteer Philanthropy Centre • Infocomm
Media Development Authority

And a special mention to our Founding Chairperson, Ms Anthea Ong, for her generous
mentorship and generative feedback that helped us to sharpen this report and design
the L3 process. 

As well as our staff team at A Good Space, Nurul, Vandhana, Amanda, Melia and Vincent
for their hours of heart work listening, consolidating and synthesizing the insights that
go into this report.

THE LISTENING LIVING LABS:THE LISTENING LIVING LABS:  
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  

https://sg.linkedin.com/in/suraendher-kumarr
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Examples include familiar
"essential workers" such

as food and parcel
delivery persons, and
private hire drivers.

GIG WORKERSGIG WORKERS

Inadequate Protections for Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersGig Workers
page 8 of 41page 8 of 41

THE GIG ECONOMYTHE GIG ECONOMY

Gig workers are classified as
"Self-Employed" and typically
receive less wage and labour
protections than workers in

full-time employment.

In a report published early this year, it was noted that a
considerable number of applicants for financial assistance

were found to be lower-wage gig workers, employed
within the "gig economy".

As a subset of the NSFE industry, the "gig
economy" refers to companies who employ

workers on a temporary basis or for gig-based
work, instead of permanent positions.

 
NSFE ("Non-standard forms of employment”)

refers to employment arrangements that differ
from standard employment.

IntroductionIntroduction

"ESSENTIAL""ESSENTIAL"



Gig workers face several challengesGig workers face several challenges
While the gig economy has given workers the power to pursue
more flexible work opportunities, it still lacks basic labour and

wage protections, making it a risky employment option.

Lack of labour protectionsLack of labour protections

Gig workers are not entitled to basic
labour or wage protections such as
work injury compensation and CPF

contributions by employers, or access
to collective bargaining power
through union representation.

Income insecurityIncome insecurity
worsened by COVID-19worsened by COVID-19

The high influx of new workers joining the gig
economy at the start of COVID-19 led to increased

competition for work and income insecurity.
 

Gig workers reported earning much less than
before, despite working the same number of
hours or even longer just to make ends meet.

11
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Despite the considerable risks
posed, why were individuals from

low-income households still
willing to take up gig work?

Among those who aspired to leave the
gig economy, what obstacles did they

face when trying to secure more
stable forms of employment?

Despite these risks, the gig economyDespite these risks, the gig economy
continued to grow significantly...continued to grow significantly...

Food delivery and private car hire
firms reported a significant surge
in new rider and driver sign-ups at

the start of the pandemic, with
thousands joining the gig economy

in the 1st half of 2020 alone.

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
page 10 of 41page 10 of 41



Factors leading to increasedFactors leading to increased
participation in the gig economyparticipation in the gig economy

Individuals from low-income households may decide to
take up gig work for 2 key reasons, among others:

Low barriers to entryLow barriers to entry

For some, it is not a matter of personal
choice, but rather the lack of viable options

that forces them to join the gig economy.
 

Those without formal educational or
professional qualifications may find

themselves unable to secure
employment elsewhere.

Flexibility in working hoursFlexibility in working hours

Parents and caregivers from low-income
households cannot afford to outsource their
caregiving responsibilities; they are forced to

work around their caregiving schedules.
 

Gig work therefore is a suitable option, as it
allows them to have more control over

their working hours.

22
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Challenges to transitioningChallenges to transitioning
out of the gig economyout of the gig economy

In gaining a more holistic understanding of the challenges
faced by gig workers, it is also important to consider the

factors that make leaving the gig economy difficult:

Lack of qualificationsLack of qualifications

The lack of formal educational
or professional qualifications

may continue to keep gig
workers limited in their
options for employment.

Lack of buffer financesLack of buffer finances

Transitioning into stable employment may
require money to be spent in the first few

months on additional expenses like
childcare, transportation, or new devices.

 
This can be stressful to manage or plan for,

especially if the low-income household is
already on a stringent budget.

(continued on next page)
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Difficulty accessingDifficulty accessing
upskilling opportunitiesupskilling opportunities

Challenges to transitioningChallenges to transitioning
out of the gig economyout of the gig economy

(continued from previous page)
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Others expressed concerns over the
upskilling program itself, eg. fear of steep
learning curves and language barriers

making upskilling difficult.

Upskilling might not be accessible for gig
workers with irregular working hours.
Income loss from time spent upskilling
and a lack of awareness regarding the

long-term benefits of upskilling also
discouraged some workers.

While subsidized upskilling programs
were available, some workers felt that the

necessary requirement of setting up a
SingPass account was confusing

or difficult to navigate. 

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
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NTUC launched 2 associations: National Delivery
Champions Association (NDCA) helps ensure delivery

riders have access to sufficient insurance coverage, while
the Visual, Audio, Creative Content Professionals
Association (VICPA) helps to protect gig workers in

the creative industry.

Several initiatives are helping toSeveral initiatives are helping to
strengthen labour rights & protectionsstrengthen labour rights & protections

for lower-wage gig workersfor lower-wage gig workers

MOM's Alliance for Action For Lower Wage Workers explores
measures to uplift lower-wage workers. Workfare uplifts the
income and CPF savings of lower-wage Singaporean workers. 

 

The Advisory Committee on Platform Workers was convened
last year to strengthen protections for platform workers.

Government-led effortsGovernment-led efforts

Business-led effortsBusiness-led efforts

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
page 14 of 41page 14 of 41



In order to understand the impactIn order to understand the impact
these initiatives have had inthese initiatives have had in

addressing the problem of incomeaddressing the problem of income
insecurity within the gig economy,insecurity within the gig economy,
we spoke to several leaders to hearwe spoke to several leaders to hear

their perspectives on this issue.their perspectives on this issue.

  These leaders were representatives fromThese leaders were representatives from

4 key stakeholder groups, namely the4 key stakeholder groups, namely the

public, private, business, and voluntarypublic, private, business, and voluntary

sectors.sectors.
  

Some leaders also had lived or livingSome leaders also had lived or living

experience being members of theexperience being members of the

low-income community themselves.low-income community themselves.

The following pages highlightThe following pages highlight
the key insights they shared.the key insights they shared.

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
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Income insecurity within the gigIncome insecurity within the gig
economy is a complex issueeconomy is a complex issue

It is difficult to pinpoint who in the
labour ecosystem must bear the
responsibility in ensuring that gig
workers get paid adequate wages,

and how much of that cost they
should absorb.

There is no clear definition for
what constitutes adequate wages

within the lower-wage gig economy,
as earnings tend to vary among
workers in the same occupation.

Should this be the
responsibility of

consumers, employers, or
the state?

We discovered that income insecurity may only
be a symptom arising from a larger issue,

centering around the quality of employment.
 

What might an uplifting and inclusive workplace
actually look like to a lower-wage gig worker?

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
page 16 of 41page 16 of 41



Re-imagining what an inclusive andRe-imagining what an inclusive and
socially just model of employmentsocially just model of employment

might look likemight look like

 Are existing workplace practices
considerate & inclusive towards the
needs of working caregivers from

low-income households?

What if flexible work arrangements
were no longer seen as a perk,

but as a necessity across
all workplaces?

How is flexible employment
currently being perceived in

non-NSFE workplaces?

Can gig work employers strike
a healthier balance between

maximizing profits &
providing wage protection?

Protections for working caregiversProtections for working caregivers

Flexibility as a basic rightFlexibility as a basic right

Openness towards flexible workOpenness towards flexible work

Socially just employmentSocially just employment

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
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Examining assumptions about theExamining assumptions about the
efficacy and accessibility ofefficacy and accessibility of

upskilling programsupskilling programs

Are upskilling programs effective
in helping gig workers secure

better-paying, more stable forms
of employment?

How does upskilling help
complement the job-seeking

efforts of gig workers looking to
transition into stable jobs?

Other than cost, what is hindering
lower-wage gig workers from

accessing upskilling programs?

How might we improve upon the
accessibility of upskilling programs

for lower-wage gig workers?

Job search effortsJob search efforts

Reviewing effectivenessReviewing effectiveness

Non-financial barriersNon-financial barriers

Improving accessImproving access

Inadequate Protections for Gig WorkersInadequate Protections for Gig Workers
page 18 of 41page 18 of 41
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Digital divide refers to the
socioeconomic inequalities
experienced by those who do
not own digital devices, nor

have internet access or
digital literacy skills.

In 2017/2018, a survey showed
that only 31% of households

living in 1 & 2 room HDB flats had
a personal computer, compared
to 95% in private condominiums

and other apartments. 

Device ownershipDevice ownership

What is the "digital divide"?What is the "digital divide"?

Digital divide in Singapore also
surfaces in the form of

challenges with obtaining
internet access, and

digital literacy.

Internet accessInternet access  
& digital literacy& digital literacy

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Low-income householdsLow-income households
experience the digital divideexperience the digital divide

across 3 main areasacross 3 main areas

11
While there are laptop subsidies

provided by IMDA for low-income
households, some were unaware

of such schemes or found the
process to obtain a laptop through

such schemes challenging.

Challenges withChallenges with
Device OwnershipDevice Ownership

Refurbished laptops provided by donations
may run on outdated software, posing

cybersecurity risks. Some beneficiaries also
avoided using loaned devices for

fear of damaging them. 

Some low-income households also did not
see the need for devices such as laptops.
They depended on their mobile phones

instead as their primary device
for accessing the internet.

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Low-income households are
often unable to afford home wi-fi
subscription. While subsidies are
available, some were ineligible

or felt discouraged by the
stringent criteria for application.

Some rental estates are
not equipped with fibre optic

points, making wi-fi installation
difficult for these residents.

22
Challenges withChallenges with
Internet AccessInternet Access

Low-income householdsLow-income households
experience the digital divideexperience the digital divide

across 3 main areasacross 3 main areas
(continued from previous page)

Although there is free public wifi service
(Wireless@SG), it is constrained by the

operating hours of public spaces where
the service is available (e.g community

centres and public libraries)*.

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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*Access is available 24/7 at venues such as Changi Airport and some F&B outlets. 
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Challenges withChallenges with
Digital LiteracyDigital Literacy

Low-income households
face a variety of

challenges with regards
to digital literacy.

Students might lack parental
guidance, and may not know how

to troubleshoot or maintain
their digital devices. 

Seniors who have difficulties
understanding mobile plans
might go over data limits and

rack up high monthly bills.

Those primarily reliant on
smartphones may experience
difficulties navigating online

services such as filling digital forms.

Low-income householdsLow-income households
experience the digital divideexperience the digital divide

across 3 main areasacross 3 main areas
(continued from previous page)
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To get a better understandingTo get a better understanding
of the efforts addressing theof the efforts addressing the
digital divide in low-incomedigital divide in low-income
communities, we spoke tocommunities, we spoke to

several leaders to hear theirseveral leaders to hear their
perspectives on this issue.perspectives on this issue.

  These leaders were representatives fromThese leaders were representatives from
4 key stakeholder groups, namely the4 key stakeholder groups, namely the

public, private, business, and voluntarypublic, private, business, and voluntary
sectors.sectors.

  

Some leaders also had lived or livingSome leaders also had lived or living
experience being members of theexperience being members of the

low-income community themselves.low-income community themselves.

The following pages highlightThe following pages highlight
the key insights they shared.the key insights they shared.

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Several initiatives resolvingSeveral initiatives resolving
device ownership issuedevice ownership issue

Device ownership is not a significant
issue as of late as several initiatives

have been working successfully to
bridge this gap, such as IMDA's NEU

PC Plus, and Engineering Good's
Computers against COVID program.

Several initiatives currentlySeveral initiatives currently
addressing internet access issuesaddressing internet access issues

IMDA has already implemented efforts such as
Home Access Programme and Mobile Access

for Seniors to bridge internet connectivity gaps.
While there still exists issues on connectivity for
some communities, the recommendation from

participating stakeholders is that it might be
more meaningful for us to focus on other areas
of the digital divide instead for this first report. 

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Beyond merely ensuring device ownership, it is
equally important to consider whether

individuals from the low-income community
know how to use digital devices to meet their

unique needs, goals and aspirations.

Lack of customized guidance inLack of customized guidance in
digital literacy beyond basic skillsdigital literacy beyond basic skills

In the long run, digital literacy
may be transformative, and
may even contribute towards
helping families break out of

the poverty cycle.

This led us to realize that there
was a lack of customized

guidance in digital literacy.

Digital literacy should equip individuals
with the skills to realize personal

aspirations, such as taking courses of
their interest or learning new skills online.

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Digital literacy is sometimes assumed
to be about basic digital skills. How

might IMDA's Digital Media and
Information Literacy Framework be

better understood, adopted and
supported by organisations? 

Guidance for digital literacy needs toGuidance for digital literacy needs to
be customized for different usersbe customized for different users

We should not assume that every
digital user from the low-income

community will have the same needs.
Needs vary based on different life

stages and goals, thus digital literacy
programs should be customized.

Adopting a common nationalAdopting a common national
framework for literacyframework for literacy

While primary school students might
need help with basic skills like typing,

tertiary students may need more
detailed guidance in how to optimally

use digital devices for school work.

Age-differentiated needsAge-differentiated needs

Lack of Customized Digital GuidanceLack of Customized Digital Guidance
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Significant incomeSignificant income
loss from COVID-19loss from COVID-19

At the onset of COVID-19, families who were already struggling
financially before the pandemic suddenly found themselves in

need of substantial urgent assistance.

IntroductionIntroduction

Residents living in low-income
households experienced drastic falls
in monthly earnings. As workplaces
shut down during the circuit breaker,
people suddenly found themselves

jobless for weeks at a time.

The median household income of low-
income families applying for assistance
fell from $1600 to $500*. Households
in the 1st – 10th percentile groups saw

a $37** drop in their average
household income per member.

Amidst a rise in the need for
assistance, several challenges
have been cited regarding the
accessibility and coverage of

existing social assistance
schemes.

Challenges with Interim AssistanceChallenges with Interim Assistance
page 33 page 33 of 41of 41  

*Source: Mind The Chasm: COVID-19 & Deepening Inequalities in Singapore, Beyond Social Services.
**Source: Key Households Income Trends 2020, Department of Statistics (DOS).



Challenges with accessibilityChallenges with accessibility  
of social assistanceof social assistance

Difficulties with paperworkDifficulties with paperwork

Some applicants faced
difficulties obtaining or

producing supporting
documents to apply for social

assistance schemes.

Stressful proceduresStressful procedures

Some felt discouraged by past
rejections or lengthy and

stressful application processes,
and refused to approach

formal channels of assistance.

22

11

Lack of awarenessLack of awareness

Some were unaware of
the forms of assistance

available due to language
or other barriers.

33
Challenges with Interim AssistanceChallenges with Interim Assistance
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Challenges with delivery andChallenges with delivery and
coverage of social assistancecoverage of social assistance

Long waiting timesLong waiting times

Waiting times for applications to be
approved may pose a problem for

families who require urgent
assistance. There is also a lack of
awareness on available sources of

interim assistance at different
community touchpoints. 

Limitations with coverageLimitations with coverage

Some needs could not be
met by existing assistance
schemes, such as financial

assistance to pay off chronic
debt and arrears.

22
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This is a non-exhaustive list of factors.
In some cases, families may face

multiple hurdles in getting assistance.
The stress imposed on them is not only

financial, but psychological as well.

Challenges with Interim AssistanceChallenges with Interim Assistance
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MSF's ComLink, Case Connect, and the SGCares
Community Networks strengthens the coordination

and overall delivery of social assistance.
 

Schemes.sg is a resource platform, helping connect
those in need to relevant assistance schemes quickly.

Improving coverageImproving coverage

Current initiatives strengtheningCurrent initiatives strengthening
the delivery of social assistancethe delivery of social assistance

Mutual aid platforms help to provide urgent financial
assistance, as well as any other needs that may not be

covered by formal assistance schemes.
 

Emergency fund initiatives by ONE Singapore and
Mind The Gap supported families who were in need of

urgent assistance.

Enhancing accessibilityEnhancing accessibility

Challenges with Interim AssistanceChallenges with Interim Assistance
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In order to understand the impactIn order to understand the impact
these initiatives have had inthese initiatives have had in

strengthening the delivery ofstrengthening the delivery of
social assistance, we spoke tosocial assistance, we spoke to
several leaders to hear theirseveral leaders to hear their
perspectives on this issue.perspectives on this issue.

  These leaders were representatives fromThese leaders were representatives from
4 key stakeholder groups, namely the4 key stakeholder groups, namely the

public, private, business, and voluntarypublic, private, business, and voluntary
sectors.sectors.

  

Some leaders also had lived or livingSome leaders also had lived or living
experience being members of theexperience being members of the

low-income community themselves.low-income community themselves.

The following pages highlightThe following pages highlight
the key insights they shared.the key insights they shared.
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How might we meet needs that areHow might we meet needs that are
not covered by existing schemes?not covered by existing schemes?

Some needs are not provided for
by existing social assistance

schemes, such as help managing
chronic debt.

Not all needs articulated by
low-income households are
purely financial in nature.

How are the socioemotional needs
of low-income households, such as

mental wellbeing and social
inclusion, being cared for currently?

How do we meet the considerable
demand for urgent and interim

assistance in some cases?

Identifying assistance gapsIdentifying assistance gaps

Non-financial needsNon-financial needs

Social & mental wellbeingSocial & mental wellbeing

Urgent assistanceUrgent assistance
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How might we support voluntaryHow might we support voluntary
initiatives in bridging the gaps?initiatives in bridging the gaps?

As voluntary initiatives may rely on external
sources for funding and volunteers,

resources like manpower and funds are 
 sometimes limited, narrowing down the

scope of assistance they can render.

Ground-up efforts may be more
vulnerable to experiencing considerable

strain and burnout of resources if
proper due diligence structures are

not implemented.

Voluntary initiatives have been complementing
formal channels of social assistance, helping

residents to navigate or apply for assistance
schemes, and disbursing aid to residents who may
not be eligible for government-disbursed schemes.

Bridging assistance gapsBridging assistance gaps

Resource limitationsResource limitations

Vulnerable to burnoutVulnerable to burnout
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